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the vice city story begins with michael de santa, the protagonist of grand theft auto iii and vice city, who is wanted for a murder he did not commit. he is chased by the police and is forced to flee the city. before he leaves, michael learns that his girlfriend, elena fisher, has been kidnapped by luv, a corrupt gangster.
michael has a new identity, that of a detective named frank tenpenny, and enters vice city to investigate the kidnapping. he is accompanied by his partner, trevor, and by luis fernando lopez, a cuban immigrant. michael and trevor are undercover and wear fake beards. the player can choose between the three
protagonists; choosing michael's path results in the "de santa" ending, trevor's in the "trevor" ending, and luis' in the "lopez" ending. the player can only select an ending once, and the game automatically decides which ending should be shown if the player selects a different protagonist. if the player selects a
different protagonist and then selects an ending, the game will choose an ending based on which protagonist was selected. grand theft auto vice city (clean cd rip) is a very addictive game, a true simulator of one of the most coveted cities in the world, los santos, california. the city is an ever-evolving paradise,

where even the most ordinary of things, such as stores, schools, restaurants and arcades, are included. it is possible to turn this virtual world into real by committing many types of crime. if you like to fly through the streets of los santos in a car, then you should download grand theft auto vice city (clean cd rip) now.
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grand theft auto vice city (clean cd rip) download for computer can be played in full screen. it is a
cd rip. it is a clean rip of a grand theft auto vice city cd. it is a rip of a cd audio disc, which is

playable in any cd player. the audio quality of the rip is high quality. you can use this cd rip as a
grand theft auto vice city (clean cd rip) download for computer or as a grand theft auto vice city

(clean cd rip) download for computer cd key to activate the game. you can use this cd audio rip as
a grand theft auto vice city (clean cd rip) download for computer cd key to activate the game.

grand theft auto: vice city is an open world action adventure video game developed by rockstar
north and published by rockstar games. it was released on the playstation 2 and xbox in october
2002. the playstation 2 version was ported to the playstation 3 and microsoft windows in october

2013. grand theft auto: vice city is the second game in the grand theft auto series, and the second
game in the vice city series, the third game in the gta series and the second game in the vice city
series. the vice city setting is a port of the original liberty city (1993) and is set on the south coast
of the fictional vice city, in the states of florida and louisiana, and includes some parts of mainland
united states. the game is the first to have three playable protagonists: michael de santa, trevor

philips, and luis fernando lopez. a map of the fictional city is included in the game, showing all the
locations in the game. it is the first in the series to include a multiplayer component, with three

different modes: the main mode is called "paradise lost", the police mode is called "peacekeeper",
and the heist mode is called "crimson cowl". a mission available in the game is called the "biker
mission", which takes place in the city of dukes, florida. vice city was rockstar's first grand theft

auto game to have an established setting and a strong storyline, rather than a universe. it has two
endings, depending on the player's actions. it is also the first game in the series to be rated

mature by the esrb. in the game, the player controls three different protagonists. the game uses a
modified version of the rockstar advanced game engine, which was based on the predecessor of

the game grand theft auto iii. 5ec8ef588b
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